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There are two kinds of bonds in the Treasury bond market, one is the on-the-run 
bond, which is the most recently issued bond, the other is off-the-run, which is 
issued for some time. In the U.S., on-the-run bonds sell at a premium relative to 
off-the-run with similar coupons and maturities. It is generally believed that this 
difference is due to liquidity risk. Investors require a certain income compensation 
when holding illiquid assets, such compensation reflected in asset price, that is, the 
liquidity premium.  Liquidity risk is considered to be an important factor affected the 
value of assets. The on-the-run bonds are trading activity, liquidity is better than 
off-the-run, therefore, the high yield spread of off-the-run is considered from its low 
liquidity. 
However, in the Chinese market, the on/off-the-run spread is just opposite with 
the case that in the developed markets, we have this abnormal phenomenon known 
as "the puzzle of on/off-the-run yield spread". In this paper, we use the modified CIR 
model adding a new potential factor to model the dynamic term structure of the 
off-the-run bond, using Kalman filter method strip the potential pricing factor, then 
study the implied information of the yield spread, trying to find some possible 
reasons for this anomaly. 
The empirical results show that in the inter-bank bond market, the yield spread 
exists mainly caused by liquidity risk and irrational behavior of investors. Consistent 
with overseas research, liquidity risk remains the significant reason caused yield 
spread, which is better liquidity, lower yield. However, behavior of irrational is 
particularly prominent, which leads the yield spread of on/off-the-run negative. This 
finding could well explain "the puzzle of on/off-the-run yield spread". 
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